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Abstract 
When inference regards a finite spatial pattern, a model-based framework is commonly used, even if the problem of model 
misspecification may occur. In classical design-based inference, this problem is overcome; nevertheless spatial solutions in this direction 
are still under development. Through an efficient use of spatial information a design based conceptual framework for estimation is 
carried out: we propose a ratio type estimator for spatial data, where the information on spatial locations of the population is used.  In 
spatial prediction the usual second order inclusion probabilities are not the most useful tool: rather, the probabilities of association 
between sampled and unsampled individuals are the core of the proposed design-based estimator.  
Keywords: design besed finite population inference ;non random spatial interpolator; spatial sampling, ratio estimator.  
1. Introduction 
In spatial statistics, a major need is to predict the value of the variable under study in an unsampled location on the basis 
of sample data. The variable is assumed to be “homogeneous” in the spatial domain: in points that are near to each other, it 
assumes values that are more similar than those of points at greater distances. This is what is stated by Tobler's law, well 
known in geography. When no auxiliary information is available, each individual of the population is equipped with its 
spatial coordinates. Prediction of unsampled values from a population for which Tobler's law holds is assisted by an 
appropriate system of weights. They are usually constructed by means of a function of sample data that has to be estimated, 
as usually happens when kriging is performed [1], or by means of a deterministic function ([2]; [3]). When the proposed 
function of spatial lags depends only on the spatial coordinates, it can be computed for each element of the population 
before sampling, then constituting a support for inference. Alternative distance-based deterministic functions can be 
constructed as suitable pre-sampling systems of weights ([4]) for data collected in a region that assigns heavier weights to 
sites that are nearer to the unsampled one to predict and lighter weights to more distant sites. The situation just described 
suggests to explore the statistical potentiality of the finite populations framework, where labels, associated to each 
individual, play an important role. In many cases, labels may be considered as non informative, meaning that the way of 
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sampling the population is such that labels do not carry any information on individuals. In what follows, we propose a way 
for exploiting spatial information on the population elements under the design based approach, in a way linked to label 
specificity. Our proposal contrasts the commonly used model based geostatistical approach for spatial prediction ([5], [6]) 
that can be assimilated to the construction of a superpopulation model. Instead of this, we propose the intensive use of the 
geographical information, known for the whole population: we are moved by the curiosity of exploring the potentiality of 
using the spatial information, available before sampling and typical of non stochastic spatial prediction. This proposal is 
innovative, since non stochastic spatial predictors usually are not equipped with measures of uncertainty. Spatial prediction 
is based on the relationship between a specific unsampled element with all the others; any element of the  N − dimensional 
population can indeed be seen as potentially unsampled, and therefore to be predicted. The expression “all the others'' is to 
be referred to the whole population of 1N −  units that excludes that specific element. Functions of spatial lags, as 
distances, can be computed for the whole population before sampling, being different according to the potential non 
sampled element considered. The availability of this information before sampling is the main support to our proposal of a 
design based predictor. A predictor for the value of the variable under study in an unsampled location assigns appropriate 
weights to sampled individual values. Its statistical properties depend on the source of randomness that is chosen: we 
propose a standardised design based predictor and investigate its properties. This seemingly simple estimator hides the 
complexity of ratio type estimators in design based finite population inference: the predictor is biased and its properties are 
approximated. 
2. Linear spatial interpolation in the finite population framework 
In the language of finite populations, a variable of interest ζ  is considered fixed but unknown in a population of N  
elements, labeled by 1,..., Nλ = . When a spatial domain is sampled, each element, here point o location, is denoted by its 
coordinates ( ),x yλ λ λ=u . Let us consider the value of the variable at each of the locations ( )λζ u as a function of the 
spatial coordinates. When a sample s  of n  locations is drawn, the values ( )iz u , where 1,...,i n=  , i.e. i s∈ ͕ of the 
variable are observed. The function which generates the values of the variable under study is non random, meaning that 
population values ( )λζ u  ( 1,..., Nλ = ) and sampled values ( )iz u  ( 1,...,i n= ) coincide. In the finite population 
framework, the identity ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
il i
zλζ ζ= =u u u holds for each sampled unit, with sλ ∈ , 1,...,il N=   and 1,...,i n= . 
2.1 Linear spatial interpolation 
Let us consider a spatial domain D and a set of locations in it where the variable under study is known, 1, , nu u! . 
Furthermore, let us consider those values as a function of the coordinates of each point in D. The interpolation problem 
consists of evaluating 0( )ζ u  at an arbitrary location 0u  (not belonging to the set). Let us define a n -dimensional 
weighting vector 0
∗w  whose elements are a function of the Euclidean distance between 0u  and each known location. 
Interpolation for the variable under study for any 0u  at a time can thus be carried out using the linear interpolator family 
that weights the vector of the values at the known locations [ ]1( ),..., ( ) 'nz z=z u u  by means of the standardized weights 
0 0 0/  .n
∗ ′ ∗
=w w 1 w  as follows 
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The set of known locations over domain D can be considered as the realization of a probabilistic sampling design from a 
population of size N ͕ where the variable under study is observed at the n  sampled locations 1, , nu u! . Under this view, 
the standardized linear interpolator (1) ought to keep into account the probabilistic drawing of the set of locations, while 
the characteristics that are typical of the population have to be defined. 
2.2 Population geographical characteristics 
The geographical relationships between couples of elements introduced above are indeed a subset of characteristic holding 
for the whole population before sampling. Each function of distances between couples of elements in the population can be 
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organized in a symmetric N N×  matrix ĭ . Each column (or row) of this matrix contains the relationship of the λu -th 
location ( 1,..., Nλ = ) with any other λ′u  ( 1,..., Nλ′ = ). We consider the inverse of the squared Euclidean distance, that 
satisfies Tobler's law. So we define  
 
[ ] 2; , 1, , ; , 1, ,  ,N N N Nλλ λ λφ λ λ λ λ−′ ′× ª º′ ′= = = − =¬ ¼ĭ u u! !  
 
where 0λλφ =  when λ λ′= . Matrix ĭ  is a population non random characteristic, since distances between locations are 
known before sampling. 
2.3 Relating geographical characteristics of sampled and unsampled locations 
Conditionally on not being sampled, the relationship between sampled locations and any of the unsampled ones in a 
population is managed by the pre and post-multiplication by the N N×  diagonal symmetric matrices ( )r λA  and rB , which 
are realizations of random matrices which will be defined later. Define first the matrix 
r
A  that relates sampled and not 
sampled units. It contains n  non-null equal rows in correspondence of the n  sampled elements: these rows exhibit unit 
values at the position of the unsampled elements and zero values at the position of sampled elements. Matrix 
r
A  replicates 
the same information according to its rows or its columns and its rank is 1. The information contained in the generic 
column of matrix 
r
A  can be arranged in a diagonal matrix ( )r λA  whose n  rows are the vectors 
'
ilλ
′
=e e  of the N -
dimensional canonical basis in correspondence of each sampled value: the rank of ( )r λA  is n . In matrix rB , N n−  
columns are the vectors 
jlλ =e e  of the N -dimensional canonical basis in correspondence of each unsampled value. Not 
entering in the sample means that, in the matrix that ex-post describes sampling, the column corresponding to the λ -th not 
selected element contains a unit value at the λ -th position. The rank of rB  is N n− . 
Matrices ( )r λA  and rB  can be reordered as block matrices  
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= « »¬ ¼
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where 
n NS q  is the block of non-zero rows of ( )r λ
∗A  and 	 
N n NS  q  is the block of non-zero rows of rB . Note that blocks of 
zero values have dimensions such that ( )r λ
∗A  and 
r
B  are N Nq . In synthesis, when a sample is drawn, the product  
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isolates 'SĭS , i.e. the ( )n N n× −  block of values of matrix ĭ , constituted by the distances between the n  sampled 
locations and the N n−  unsampled locations. Conditionally on each sample s , i.e. starting from the pre-multiplication by 
S , the distances in ĭ  between sampled and unsampled elements are isolated via the post-multiplication by 'S . 
2.4 Linear spatial interpolation conditional on sampling 
The association between the whole set of sampled elements and any unsampled element commonly expressed by (1) is 
indeed managed by product (2) that pertains to the population: the linear interpolator can be explicitly rewritten with 
reference to sampling, by means of blocks S  and S  of matrices ( )r λ
∗A  and 
r
∗B . Interpolation regards an unsampled 
element at a time: such element is identified, in the population, by the appropriate  N -dimensional column of matrix 
( )'N N n× −S  contained in  
 
1' , , , ,  .n Nλ+ª º= ¬ ¼SĭS Sĭs Sĭs Sĭs! !  
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For any unsampled location sλ ∉u , each column of the matrix above is the individual weight of the linear interpolator 
seen as a fixed sample from a population. After normalizing, the linear interpolator (1), under the framework just 
highlighted, is rewritten as  
 
 ( ) ''  ,
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λ
λ λ
λ
ζ = = z Sĭsu z w
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(3) 
 
where the weighting vector, different for each unsampled location, is now expressed as a function of any realized sample 
from a population. 
3. Spatial prediction as random selection from a population 
In the former section, the linear interpolator (1) has been explicitly written as a function of the realized sample from a 
population in (3). In design based finite population inference, randomization regards population elements. For evaluating 
design based properties, the fixed sample quantities need to be converted into random population quantities: the non 
random interpolator (3) will be converted into a design-based spatial predictor. In this perspective several random 
quantities need to be defined and their probabilities to be computed.  
3.1 Univariate random quantities 
The following idempotent N N×  matrices of random indicators A , λA  and B  are constructed according to the chance 
that elements of the population belong or not to the sample. The event consisting of being sampled can be written as 
sλ ∈ ; as a consequence not being sampled can be written as  sλ ∈ , i.e. sλ ∉ . 
The random matrix A  containing the conditional indicator variable that a location is sampled, given that another is 
unsampled, is 
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This matrix has n  null columns in correspondence of sampled elements, its rank is 1 , and its non null columns are equal. 
The realization of A  is matrix 
r
A  of Section 2.  
The marginal indicator variables of unsampled locations are collected in the diagonal matrix B 
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The realization of B  is matrix 
r
B  of Section 2. Since the prediction problem is addressed on each location once at a time, 
we need to consider separately the locations themselves. For this purpose, using  matrices A  and B  organized in column 
vectors, for each potentially unsampled location, we define the diagonal matrix  
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Matrices λA  are N ,  in realization n  of them contain only null values, and ( )N n− , all equal, have n  unit values in 
correspondence of sλ ∈  and ( )N n−  zero values when sλ ∉ ͘ The ( )N n−  all equal non null realizations of λA  are 
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matrix ( )r λA  of Section 2.  We also consider in what follows the column vector λb  of B 
 
( ) ( ) [ ] ( )[0... ...0]' 0...1...0 '  .s s sλ λλ λ λ∉ ∉ ∉= = =b eI I I  
 
The relationship between the selected sample and any unsampled location is highlighted when matrix λA  and the 
corresponding vector λb  are taken jointly: the random selection of the distances contained in matrix ĭ  is managed by the 
product λA ĭB . The population N N×  random matrix λA ĭB  can be organised according its columns. 
 
3.2 The design based predictor as a random ratio 
The linear interpolator (1) is computed using the sampled values z  and the proper weighting vector function of the 
distances of the unsampled location from the sampled ones. These distances are isolated in the n -dimensional non random 
column λSĭs  of the non null block of matrix (2). 
Since matrix ( ) rr λ
∗ ∗A ĭB  described in (2) constitutes a realization of the random matrix λA ĭB , the numerator and the 
denominator of (3) can be rewritten as functions of the population values by means of matrix λA  that rules the random 
selection into the sample of population units and populations values of the variables under study. 
We can write, starting from the non random interpolator (3), a design based predictor as a function of the random variables 
managing the selection from population values  
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The expression above takes into account the joint role of random matrix λA  and random vector λb , stressing that, in each 
unsampled location, the predictor is the ratio of random quantities whose randomness depends on the sampling design. The 
exact properties of the estimator, that is biased, cannot be derived analytically. The randomness associated to the predictor 
is bivariate. For computing the moments of the predictor, it is necessary to define the higher order random quantities 
involved, their probabilities and their moments.  
4. The random quantities for spatial design based prediction 
The following second order random variable  
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permits to rewrite the predictor (5) as 
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where λ λ=ĭeφ  and the randomness of the marginal and conditional univariate random variables flows into a bivariate 
random variable. 
4.1 The association probabilities 
For predicting the value of the variable under study in an unsampled location for a spatially distributed population, 
randomness is managed not only by the individual probabilities of inclusion in the sample, but also by the probabilities 
that associate each unsampled element to the elements of the whole sample. We define such probabilities as first order 
association probabilities: they come from results about second order probabilities in usual design based inference. 
Similarly, we define second order association probabilities from results on probabilities of fourth order in usual design 
based inference. These probabilities are simple to compute, in the case of equal probability sampling that is the case of our 
study. 
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First order association probabilities are defined as  
 
| ,MM MM M M MQ Q Q Q   (8) 
 
that is null when M M  since an element cannot jointly enter and not enter in a sample. Expression (8) is the probability of 
the unit value of the bivariate indicator variables in (6). In simple random sampling without replacement the probabilities 
of conditional inclusion given an unsampled location are  
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They are the probabilities of unit values of the indicator variables that appear in (4). So, from 
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the first order association probabilities (8) are 
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5. The approximated moments of the spatial predictor 
The association probabilities are the basis for computing the first two approximated moments of the ratio estimator (7). 
For simplicity the expectation is truncated at the first order: 
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